Revelation 13 Replication and World Government

Revelation 13 identifies the basic world-war-to-world-government principles, primary repeating cyclic formula, and the main global power players of the development of 8th King world government.
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The Repeating Final Cycle and Final Progression to Full 8th King World Government

This prophecy will have two cycles to the ultimate fulfillment progressing to total world government. The importance of a prophecy that fulfills twice is the preview cycle identifies the main modern characters, the main world government objective, the and the most important principles and cycle of operation that can be used to forecast the final fulfillment upon the same pattern. Revelation 13 is identifying important complimentary details of the 7th King transition to full “8th King” significance of total world government that parallel Revelation 17:8-18.

In the 1914-1919 first cycle the method of using a world war “problem” (WW1) to resolve into the world government “solution” presentation (League of Nations; 1919) was established as a cyclic and formulaic principle that also repeated in WW2 and the Cold War cycles also resolving into further United Nations related presentations of the need for world government after those cycles resolved.

Since none of those first three cycles presented world government in full, it is the “image” that is first presented but its objective is clearly stated in the UN related presentations. Thus logically we are looking at the fourth cycle preparing to activate to make that complete world government presentation after that cycle resolves the global “problem” for the recovery and “healing” phase of the full world government global “solution” which has been progressing over all these global cycles.

Rather than discard the original Jehovah’s witnesses interpretation, we can instead see the main principles demonstrated in that first world war cycle, because they have repeated in principle in WW2 and the Cold War, and that demonstrated pattern is what repeats in the final cycle. Every important entity, principle cycle and intended objective was demonstrated fully in the 1914-1919 cycle in global sovereign development to continue on over time to full 8th King world government.

Demonstrated is the climax period of the 7th King national progression (since 1914-1919) that must result in the 8th King full globalization into true world government over this climax phase of the 7th King, its required downfall “sword stroke”, and its revivification into 8th King world government upon the same world-war-to-world-government formulaic cycle repeating in final form.

Revelation 13 is used to establish the meaning of what will become two globally known marked cycles, the first and the final, that are to be identified by unique global developments whose overall objective is the final “8th King” world government system of global domination. The principles of global power consolidation are also identified in the prophecy to be easily shown in global developments that actually manifest those principles that also repeat, like the world-war-to-world-government formulaic cycle.

The repeating, but climax resistance to divine sovereignty is also present in this prophetic sequence. (Rev13:5-7) This and other repeating prophecies repeat elements so people can understand the full progressive import of these cycles, before the final cycle begins and as it plays out to the foretold climax of world government completion and thus the arrival of Christ.

Revelation 13 is thus also a gauging of the final milestones leading to Christ’s arrival.

Revelation 13 Overview

- Revelation 13 identifies the historic progression of national based world power in the "seven headed" “wildbeast from the sea” and Satan’s role as the "dragon" in that progressive historic development. (Rev13:1-2)
Revelation 13 contains important details of the final progression to full world government. In that final progression Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 references. In the final power consolidation cycle this Revelation 13:1-2 “wild beast” is the basis of the “scarlet wildbeast” world government. The progressions is thus dynamic and continues to a sovereign culmination of this climax period and it becoming fully identifiable.

In this progression of national based power the prophecy can be demonstrated by historic global developments over human history to continue into this climax period and it becoming fully identifiable before the climax rival sovereignty is reached in the future.

The progression is thus dynamic and continues to a sovereign culmination of 8th King world government as a fully localized totalization of global sovereignty completion and defiance to God’s Kingdom which can be determined by the details in the other sovereign prophecies this cross references. In the final power consolidation cycle this Revelation 13:1-2 “wild beast” is the basis of the “scarlet wildbeast” world government. Revelation 13 contains important details of the final progression to full world government. In that final progression Revelation 13 and Revelation 17...
The Main Cyclic Global Problem-to-Solution Formula

(Revelation 13:3-4) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke (problem) got healed (solution), and all the earth followed the wild beast with admiration. (the intended effect) 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?”

Thus the important formula is that the “healing” of the “death-stroke” is followed by global admiration of the wildbeast whole by virtue of a recovery, thus it is worshipped. World War 1 was a unique global “death-stroke” cycle that resolved into the first world government foundational “image” presentation of the League of Nations and its need and future intent to establish a global government. It was not an actual “death-stroke”, but it was perceived by many “as though” it could become such during WW1, the classic cycle of a global “sword-stroke”, that is war related global damage and stressing. (Rev13:4)

Even without prophecy, that was indeed a significant cycle in human history and the evolution of world government. But the first cycle and its main formulaic method of its global presentation effect is in this prophecy, because it provides a reliable principle of how this final world power system 8th King designate operates in formulaic cycles. Global research now describes more fully how elite international scale monetary, financial, industrial and political control aids this whole process. It was no accident the Federal Reserve US privately owned central banking system was founded in late 1913, to aid this first world war profiteering gravy train of 1914-1918 in direct connection to the model London financial center. Whether in war, or in the “repayments” recovery the international globalist wealth system profits at massive scale.

Of course identifying the first cycle of the “world-war-to-world-government” formula in 1914-1919 is important. It sets the theme for the whole following century and then some, it also forms the logical basis of the final cycle purpose not yet manifest.

A point is the “death-stroke” is “as though” “slaughtered to death”, it is not really a complete “death stroke” but it gives the “as though” impression of one. The importance of this is the “death-stroke” “as though slaughter to death” is also a global psychological effect that aids the eventual hopefulness and global “admiration” of the recovery phase and the world government presentation that is then conveniently presented in that positive psychological light. Its a formula, a deception, a global con, and it reveals itself fully in a global war cycle that runs that whole formula worldwide.

The global “problem” is solved to give “admirable” credibility to the global “solution”. That is the main formula of how the world war cycle is run and eventually resolved to present the United Nations related world government presentation in that notable global scale cycle. The “healing” of the “sword stroke”, that is national system recovery after a global war cycle has resolved, to give hopeful credibility to the world government implied “healer” global presentation, previewed in the League of Nations presentation, is the main dynamic of the cycle: make world government globally admirable by a literal recovery of civil and economic function from the multi-dimensional “desolations” of global war and its global tribulation effects.

All the while the real formula is never seen running by the distractions and nationalism and religious divisions of war. Anything else that might pop up during that cycle, such as an anointed Christian Kingdom proclamation as in 1914-1918, also has global attention distracted elsewhere from its true significance. Thus it is also a global distraction cycle, by implication. We can expect the final cycle will also form a global distraction from the final Kingdom proclamation that must form in that final cycle from Bethel’s current apostate condition, which itself will take time. (Dan8:13-14)

Thus the principle “tribulation” resolved for the principle of “world government” and its global recovery effect aided amplification is clearly seen in this Revelation 13 prophecy and in the WW1 first cycle of its manifesting. In similar manner the Revelation 17:8 “abyss ascension” that comes with that “death-stroke” recovery in the final cycle, is also “admired”, it has the same effect:

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.

Thus these two events are inter-related for the same effect:

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

The final cycle will display both the “death-stroke” and the “abyss ascension” in a unique manner equating to 7th King “downfall” into 8th King final “ascension” into world government to recover the whole with this “admirable” global revivification effect. That is an important principle to keep in mind for the final global “tribulation of those days” cycle coming up in the future. (Matt24:29-31, Dan11:42-45, Dan12:1-11) In this final cycle, this time, all of its principles will repeat to final form: global 8th King world government for real as Revelation 13 and Revelation 17:8-18 wind up as the
Thus the recovery-for-positive-effect principle is why the “disgusting thing” uses the “causes desolation” cycle for their own benefit, controlling the whole process for their own purpose of global presentation in maximum positive light and great global hopefulness from the anxiety and desperations of global war, then resolved. Thus the 1914-1919 first cycle demonstrates the principle of the whole cyclic and formulaic process, the use of its desolations, and its recovery and its purpose to ultimately highlight the need and “grandiose words” of world government as the only means of “world peace”, highlighted in the presentation of its international “image” as the goal the whole process is working towards the finalization of as “scarlet wildbeast” world government in addition to its “image”.

By noting the first cycle in WW1-to-League-of-Nations, we also note this is progressive, it has been active ever since the 1914-1919 cycle. It also worked in WW2, it also worked after the Cold War, and logically it will work again in the future running of this same cycle a fourth time. EVERY global war cycle, including the Cold War, has resolved into a United Nations capping presentation. Now it is fully predictable by intuitive means, prophecy and logic a fourth cycle must also run the same formula because it works very well.

The League of Nations was just a first step, of four total, to that world government goal. Allowing it to unfold further over the intervening century, and for the preview cycle to be explained (1914-1919), aids the recognition of the whole development and its final cycle of the future.

Thus the 1914-1919 Word-War-1-to-World-Government “image” cycle is relevant to the prophecy as also its first cycle of fulfillment which was a very important preview cycle of this dynamic becoming more identifiable as time went on. It is also significant, because the end objective is not a multi-polar world of various conflicting national sovereignties in endless “wars and reports of wars” (Matt24:6), but the conglomeration of all those national systems into one consolidated and totally globalized defiant final sovereign entity as full uni-polar world government worldwide, the final “king”, the 8th King and its final world “peace and security” sovereign proclamation. (1Thess5:1-3)

Thus the unique condition of running one last global war period as a final “wars and reports of wars”, to resolve into “world peace” and that trigger 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 prophecy, which is now being set up and being recognized fully as a final cycle requirement and the implications of it: the trajectory to Christ’s arrival will be marked by great global milestones in final form before he arrives.

That 8th King “world peace” by full world government will cease the former “wars and reports of wars” as Christ indicated by implication it is then, in 8th King “world peace”, that “the end” can come, not during the “wars and reports of wars” that must also climax as such during the final cycle. The “sword stroke” is by the effects of a final global “war” cycle, and it resolves again into a “disgusting thing” placement, this time as full 8th King world government and its final “world peace”.

This is why it is important to comprehend the real meaning of a finally culminated global rulership sovereignty in official, publicly accepted and world wide form which needs to complete such a globalized sovereign affront to God and Christ before they arrive, for it is the final trigger development of the actual arrival of Christ to offer final sovereign reproof to this climax world rulership entity. Thus tracking Revelation 13 continuously, and knowing it is progressing to a guaranteed completion, is important because it is a gauging to the final milestone events leading to Christ’s arrival.

Timed 42 Months (1260 Day) Period That Also Repeats a Final Time

(Relation 13:5-6) And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two months was given it. 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in heaven.

Thus the real shadow world government in formation, represented now by that existent “image”, though not officially presented and fully “abyss” ascended (it hasn’t even gone into the “abyss” yet), is the real resister of the Kingdom of God from incept (1914-1918, the first “forty-two month” cycle). But eventually a final permitted 42 months of opposition, it is still backing behind the scenes, is required, while the final 1260 day Kingdom warning and Messianic Kingdom completion “little scroll” message is also completing. (Rev11:1-7) This final 1260 day cycle, in its parallel to other important timed prophecies, is the period that leads to Christ’s arrival in shown in those parallels. (Rev11:2-3, Dan7:25-26, Dan12:7,11)

Thus it is a very important divinely timed period that must have a final replication and application to the milestone period preceding Christ’s arrival as the world government objective is also to complete over this final timed period en route to the “one hour” finale of world government rule (Rev17:12), in which period Christ arrives indicated by, by then, notable global milestones completing into the final world government global milestone itself.

This Revelation 13:5 “forty two months” cross links all 1260 day, 42 month, and “time, times and half a time” prophecies. (Dan7:25, Dan12:7, Rev11:2-3, Rev12:6,14) And therefore we know all those final three and a half year time periods are elapsing concurrently in their own dimension of relevance in the context of the prophecies this all cross relates with, to be seen as one whole. This is how we know the Revelation 11:2-3 Kingdom proclamation period has run, and will run again, with this final critical timed period repeating. There will be concurrent notable global developments in progress, as the final warning goes forth, again (Rev10:11), the final time.

We can thus know this “wage war with the holy ones” below, culminates into Revelation 11 as it must repeat a “second witness” leading to this
(Revelation 13:7) And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them, and authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation.

That final "42 months" of Revelation 13:5 and that "wage war with the holy ones and conquer them" is the final Revelation 11:2-3 "holy city" 42 month and "two witnesses" 1260 day parallels to result in this parallel and its climax:

(Revelation 11:2-3) But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it clear out and do not measure it, because it has been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city underfoot for forty-two months. (connects in that "forty-two months" term to Rev13:5 developments) And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth." (Dan7:25; Dan12:7; see Rev10:11)

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their witnessing (complete 1260 days “finished” period), the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss (into world government) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (the final witness is ceased, marking one Daniel 12:11 feature, as the “wildbeast” “abyss ascension” marks the other, the “place the disgusting thing”, but this time as full 8th King world government.)

And that 1260 days expiration leads to the next timed period of the global context of Christ’s arrival:

(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (in second two witnesses deposition of Rev11:7, Rev13:7) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (in final 8th King UN world government placement; Dan11:45; 8:25), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days. (final open salvation period);

Thus this 1260 day parallel period will also have expired by the time Revelation 11:7-10 manifests:

(Daniel 12:7) And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of the stream, as he proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens and to swear by the One who is alive for time indefinite: “It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. (1260 day parallel to Revelation 11:2-3) And as soon as there will have been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces (Rev11:7-10), all these things (Rev10:5-11) will come to their finish.” (in the then active Daniel 12:11 1290 day period);

Thus the whole principle of what the 1914-1919 cycle pictured in world war leading to world government, in cycle and principle, is merely repeating a final time, to the completed entities pictured, including the arrival of Christ it will also lead to by the time of that Revelation 11:11-12 parallel of Christ’s arrival. (Matt24:29-31) The principle of a Kingdom proclamation also manifesting concurrently, with the world government cycle, is also present in the 1914-1919 first cycle, thus the “war with the holy ones”, as that message is resisted, also repeats in the final cycle.

2520 Day “Seven Times” “Appointed Times of the Nations” Fulfillment

In keeping with the 2520 years “seven times” principle, the final warning totality also reflects this divine “seven times” allowance period but as eventually 2520 days. The repetition of the 1260 days amount to 2520 days total, or “seven times” as “seven years” in the 360 day/year lunar cycle counting. This is a very important divine timing completion because it ends the divine allowance period fully, as extended from the conclusion of the 2520 years upon a related “seven times” principle as 2520 days, when we see those 1260 day periods have two fulfillments including the final cycle of the future.

Ultimately this is why there are “two” “witnesses” in Revelation 11, it has two cycles of preview and final fulfillment.

- One of the “witnesses”, the first timed 1260 day “witnessings” made the first Kingdom announcement of 1914-1919.
- The second of those “two witnesses” will make the final Messianic Kingdom completion announcement as this 42 months, 1260 days, “time, times, and half a time” repeats, and is obviously leading to that certain event of Christ’s arrival and final “gathering” mode which that final Kingdom proclamation will also be proclaiming.

Doubling the 1260 days completes the “seven times” requirement as 2520 days, hence (2) witnesses times 1260 days equals 2520 days total “trampling” and total Kingdom warning and open salvation invitation.

*The second witness re-affirms the Kingdom message of the first witness.*

Hence full warning is given fully defining Matthew 24:14 by way of Revelation 10:5-11 completion decree leading to this second deployment of the “two witnesses” in the future. That fully completes the final “seven times” (Dan4:16-32) as the full “appointed times of the nations” (Luke21:24), as its final 2520 days form (1260 days running twice), also completes and thus fully expires in that final divine allowance into Christ’s arrival. (Rev11:11-12) The “holy city” of Revelation 11:2 ends up “trampled” “seven times” for the total 2520 day parallel.

Thus effecting repentance in that whole final period, is the goal of that final witnessing campaign (Rev11:13), before world government
progressively completes during its final 42 month co-progression into full 8th King "one hour" world government culmination (Rev17:12), thus before Christ arrives when it is of course most useful to comprehend this final warning and open salvation invitation.

This is how the first Jehovah’s witnesses anointed Christian 1914-1919 cycle and WW1 cycle is a preview of the final cycle.

Now the "holy city" required “trampling”:

(Luke 21:24) Jerusalem will be trampled on by the nations, until the appointed times of the nations are fulfilled.

Completes in its final symbolic but critical form as this repeats:

(Revelation 11:2) they will trample the holy city underfoot for forty-two months.

And together, in the 1914-1918 cycle and the final cycle to repeat that 42 month timing, will complete the “seven times” “appointed times of the nations are fulfilled” requirement in that final “holy city” “trampling” time period expiration. And that “trampling” parallel transpires with the Revelation 13:5-7 “wildbeast authority” also in final form accomplishing that “trampling”.

First Cycle Resistance

Obviously the 1918 cessation of the only Christian ministry that was leading to the full explanation of the first cycle of this prophecy, of great world events marking the prophecy, is significant.

Had it succeeded we would not be now talking about this subject, no one would have exposed the League of Nations meaning. Thus the second UN presentation of 1945 as more prophecy would also be in a state of disconnection.

Again the attempted full deposition of the International Bible Students Christian ministry is a preview of the principle of the resistance of the world government architects, and their wildbeast system, to God’s Kingdom, and its kind full and fair warning, even invitation for salvation. Thus in hindsight there was more to the attempted Bethel takeover from within the board of directors that eventually progressed to the sedition charges that temporarily suspended the Christian ministry in 1918. It would have aborted the process of prophetic exposure that followed the 1914-1919 first cycle.

(This is also why Bethel becoming UN NGO while ignoring the 1990 3rd UN placement and thus the 3rd (1990) and 4th (future) UN placement continuum (Dan11:36) is now revisiting that disconnection significance in the Bethel apostasy that co-develops to recognition with that 3rd UN presentation since 1990. (Dan11:30-35, Dan8:12, 23))

The world government elite engineers (Rev13:11-15), their nationalist puppets, and their religious “harlot” all have sovereign powers in their own realms, and they all oppose any other rulership even being mentioned in God’s Kingdom as that was the complimentary divine-sovereign theme of that conveniently deposed Christian ministry in 1914-1918. Obviously this has relevance to the core principle attitude of defiance of all global sovereignties to Christ’s final rulership present from the get-go in the 1914-1919 cycle as marked prophecy, for obviously in Christ’s ministry this was the same sovereign resistance theme.

(John 18:31-36) So Pilate entered into the governor’s palace again and called Jesus and said to him: “Are you the king of the Jews?” 34 Jesus answered: “Is it of your own originality that you say this, or did others tell you about me?” 35 Pilate answered: “I am not a Jew, am I? Your own nation and the chief priests delivered you up to me. What did you do?” 36 Jesus answered: “My kingdom is no part of this world. If my kingdom were part of this world, my attendants would have fought that I should not be delivered up to the Jews. But, as it is, my kingdom is not from this source.”

Was it all really just a big coincidence that that first Christian reformed ministry was intended to be permanently deposed? No, it did fulfill the Revelation 13:5 and Revelation 11:7 first cycle significance. The theme of Revelation 13 is a sovereign progression of the full globalization of this defiant sovereign development of eventual world government into that one fully consolidated, God’s Kingdom opposing, final 8th King uni-polar sovereign agency on Earth. Revelation 13 is the detail principles of how that world government develops progressively to that goal, and its global control (Rev13:15-18), and what it fully opposes in the process of securing its own rival global sovereignty to the foretold climax.

(Revelation 19:19-21) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur. 21 But the rest were killed off with the long sword of the one seated on the horse, which [sword] proceeded out of his mouth. And all the birds were filled from the fleshy parts of them.

Wildbeast Abyss Ascension in Final Form into World Government

Thus as Revelation 13:5-7 cross referenced Revelation 11:1-7 anti-Christian climax events with a final “ascension” from an “abyss” of fourth cycle UN inactivity, this segway also aligns with the final “scarlet wildbeast” “ascension” into full 8th King world government in these details of that final
“abyss” rise of the 8th King in also a repeating principle used in 1945 to present the United Nations Organization. This has to repeat in final form into full 8th King world government:

(Revelation 17:8-12) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (the final abyss ascension of Rev11:7), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly (as a recovery admiration related to the final “sword stroke” upon the 7th head as a repeating principle of also the 1945 “abyss ascension” of the United Nations from the 1919 League of Nations period of inactivity during WW2), but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. (the final 666 marking parallel) o “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains (the national seven world power progression), where the woman sits on top. (as a religious sovereignty also to be deposed in this final cycle culmination) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king] (from its final abyss ascension of the future into full world government), but springs from the seven (the “scarlet wildbeast” is based on the Rev13:1 seven headed “wildbeast from the sea” in historic human world power development; parallel: King South is deposed by King North sovereign absorption in Daniel 11:42-45 as the parallel of this final progression to full King North 8th King world government), and it goes off into destruction. (this is the wildbeast and 8th King world power that is destroyed at Armageddon’s climax) 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings (a complete national global unification into 8th King world government based on all the national powers), who have not yet received a kingdom (was still progressing to this climax in the apostle John’s time), but they do receive authority as (globally distributed “palatial tents”) kings one hour with the wild beast. (the “one hour” of 8th King global rulership in complete world government which deposition by Christ is the destruction of all the rival 8th King sovereign counterparts.)

By this cross referenced detail the 42 months must climax into the “one hour” of world government rule, after that 1260 days completes—hence the 8th King “rise” from the “abyss” that must be present during the 42 months as a progression of increasing intensity to this climax point of world government presentation in that final “ascension”. The 8th King “one hour” of full world government is the shortest period ever, of divinely permitted sovereign defiance to God’s Kingdom in full form. It is also the final form and final occurrence of that defiance for the Adamic period.

(Revelation 13:8) And all those who dwell on the earth will worship it; the name of not one of them stands written in the scroll of life of the Lamb who was slaughtered, from the founding of the world. (Rev14:9-11)

Christ’s Post 1260 Day Arrival Upon Complete 8th King World Government

And that is why the final warning period transpires with this final period of 8th King world government culminating over that final three and a half years, 1260 days, 42 months. As it repeats, the full “seven times” as seven years completes as 2520 days by way of that final 1260 days completing.

We know Christ arrives (Rev11:11-12) after Revelation 11:1-10 fully transpires in this final three and a half years and the following final “three and a half days” “two witnesses” “death” state. (Rev11:7-10) We also know Christ arrives after the “tribulation of those days” resolves explicitly stated in Matthew 24:29-31.

(Matthew 24:29-31) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days (That tribulation ends as the 1260 days ends; Rev11:7-10 conclusion timing just prior to Revelation 11:11-12 event parallels) the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. (Rev6:12-17 parallel) 30 And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound (7th trumpet related immediate prelude of Messianic Kingdom completion), and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds (of that sub-tribulation of those days), from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity. (both “sheep” groups heavenly and earthly);

Thus that cannot be the “great tribulation” climax that Christ “cuts short” (Matt24:21), because clearly it has resolved before Christ even arrives. Christ arrives after the “tribulation of those days” has transpired. The “tribulation of those days” is a key period of marked prophecy and the critical global transition point into complete 8th King world government and Christ’s arrival after that milestone is reached.

The “tribulation of those days” is basically the first phase of the “great tribulation” which culminates into the “four winds” period under full 8th King world government “one hour” of total global rulership—the “four winds” is the final phase of the “great tribulation”, it is that period God and Christ personally “cut short”. (Matt24:21-22, 2Thess1:6-10)

Christ also arrives after the 1260 days has expired, thus logically the 1260 days is the end of the “tribulation of those days” which is this final 8th King cycle of Daniel 11:42-45 parallel that also culminates into Daniel 12:7 1260 days parallel, thus also concurrently expiring before Christ arrives. Thus we know the three and half years (1260 days) is approximately the final part of the “tribulation of those days” and it is leading to world government first, then Christ’s arrival on that complete sovereign entity in final form.

The “the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken”
is what 8th King world government brings upon the nation-state and religious complex of world power “passing away”. Of course Christ’s Messianic Kingdom power completing in this segway will put the lights out for the 8th King system, hence the eventual parallel of this full progression:

(Relation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred (foregleam of Christ’s arrival); and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, (Matt24:29) as when a fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. (Am9:1-3) 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb, 17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?” (thus this Matt24:29-31, Rev11:11-12 parallel period, in Daniel 12:11 period in progress, is a drawn out period as that outlined in Revelation 14:1-16);

Since all the seals are opened in visions given to the apostle John “and I saw”, they are prophecies revealed when the seals were opened by Christ as empowered by God in 1914. The seals opened as Christ received kingship in God’s Kingdom but are previews in prophecy of the completing events that result in that full Messianic Kingdom completion and Christ’s kingship as well in that completed sovereign agency. The “seals” were opened in heaven, and revealed visions of future events. Those visions are what actually transpires over all of Revelation 8 “when he opened the seventh seal” to Revelation 11, all within the “seventh seal” total vision (Rev8:1) and the prophecy that actually fulfills all those foregleams in the first six seals.

The “seven seals” are a completion overview being previewed since 1914 which gave the whole intervening picture of the Messianic Kingdom completion and complete “great crowd” salvation as Revelation 6:12-17 “sixth seal” is what leads to the events of Revelation 7 as also part of the “sixth seal” vision. Revelation 8-11 is all a prophetic vision within the “seventh seal”. Revelation 8-11 parallels Revelation 15-16. Thus the actualities of the seven seals take place in Revelation 8-11, and Revelation 15-16, as real world events of the final cycle as all of those prophetic continuums also repeat for the final cycle culmination, upon the preview already given by the first Jehovah’s witnesses interpretive overview. Revelation 13-14, 17-19 have elements that parallel that final progression to first world government completion, then Christ’s arrival.

(Psalm 110:2) The rod of your strength Jehovah will send out of Zion, [saying:] “Go subduing in the midst of your enemies.”

It is not all invalid as some now claim concerning 1914-1919 and afterwards. It was a preview fulfillment of the principles and main entities that manifest in the final cycle full fulfillment of Revelation’s applicable portions relative to the concurrent 8th King world government and the Messianic Kingdom final cycle completion sequence. That final completion cycle is what is leading to Christ’s arrival to complete the Messianic Kingdom agency in the then complete 8th King’s face.

Post Christ Arrival Messianic Kingdom Completion Sequence

We know Christ arrives to gather “sheep” first (Matt24:31) from the “four winds” of the Revelation 7:1-4 “four winds” parallel. The final warning mission of Revelation 10-11 (Zech4:6-7) is when the Christian anointed “sealing” affirmation (2Tim4:6-8) takes place upon full “little scroll” mission (Rev10:11) completion enabling Revelation 7:1-4.

That is how the final 1260 days mission enables the “four winds” after the “tribulation of those days” final period ends into that final sealing and thus the “four winds” developing under full 8th King world government. That eventualty completes the 144000 after that final three and a half years (1260 days) and its Kingdom mission (Rev10:5-11) has expired which defines the 144000 completion and enablement of Revelation 14:1-5 which sequence then goes into final fulfillment:

Messianic Kingdom Completion

(Relation 14:1) And I saw, and, look! the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with him a hundred and forty-four thousand having his name and the name of his Father written on their foreheads.

Thus we know the “wild beast and its image” here below, is active as Christ arrives, completes 144000 to full Messianic Kingdom and final Christ “King of kings” coronation (Zech6:9-15), and after, due to this placement and final series of events in the Revelation 14 continuum of the final period of both complete 8th King world government and Christ’s complete Messianic Kingdom (Ps110:2) proceeding into the global climax 666 marking campaign:

Wildbeast Present in 666 Campaign

(Relation 14:9-12) And another angel, a third, followed them, saying in a loud voice: “If anyone worships the wild beast and its image, and receives a mark on his forehead or upon his hand, 10 he will also drink of the wine of the anger of God that is poured out undiluted into the cup of his wrath, and he shall be tormented with fire and sulphur in the sight of the holy angels and in the sight of the Lamb. 11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever, and day and night they have no rest, those who worship the wild beast and its image, and whoever receives the mark of its name. (Rev13:15-18) 12 Here is where it means endurance for the holy ones, those who observe the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus.” (Obviously if the “holy ones” are in 144000 completion in Revelation 14:1, untouchable by anyone on earth, this endurance was for the whole 1260 days period prior to that completion, hence Revelation 13:10b—now it will apply to people of earth and their “sheep” or 666 “goat”
status. Since 1919 this is a general directive to maintain Kingdom of God loyalty and allegiance

We know now this post Christ arrival period entails a final call for salvation, super human in power, angelically backed, during this Revelation 14 final sequence:

**Open Salvation Call Completing**

(Revelation 14:6-7) 6 And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” (those who obey that directive will be saved, and as sheep are “separated”, they go under full Messianic Kingdom divine protection, hence Revelation 14:14-16 culmination over this final period of parallel Daniel 12:11 1290 days completing)

Babylon the Great is going down in this period under 8th King world government sanction, aiding the salvation call and final “gathering” of the last of “God’s people” (Rev18:4) from that cursed institution as it is going down under full 8th King world government “one hour” of climax sovereignty:

**Babylon the Great in Final Judgment Sequence**

(Revelation 14:8) And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of her fornication!”

The point is God can save those of “his people” (Rev18:4) still stuck in Babylon the Great as that judgment can effect final repentance of a “tenth of the city fell” as per Revelation 11:13. Not everyone will go down as the Babylon the Great global religious institution is deposed. (Hag2:7) That “tenth” below, come from Babylon the Great’s final judgment period “in that hour” as the parallel “one hour” of 8th King world government:

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour a great earthquake occurred (Christ’s arrival, Messianic Kingdom completion; Rev16:17-19), and a tenth of the city fell (because Babylon the Great goes down after world government completion, and after Christ arrives into that climax period); and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven. (those are all repentant people in this “killed” symbology);

**Babylon the Great Deposed in Seventh Plague**

(Revelation 16:17-19) And the seventh one poured out his bowl upon the air. (Christ arrival, 1Thess4:17) At this a loud voice issued out of the sanctuary from the throne, saying: “It has come to pass!” 18 And lightnings and voices and thunders occurred, and a great earthquake occurred such as had not occurred since men came to be on the earth, so extensive an earthquake, so great. (Messianic Kingdom completion, 7th trumpet parallel) 19 (Babylon the Great goes down in the seventh plague:) And the great city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell; and Babylon the Great was remembered in the sight of God, to give her the cup of the wine of the anger of his wrath.

Because Revelation 14:14-16 is the full “harvest of the earth” container of all these global salvation symbols, it is not until the very end, at Revelation 14:17-20 "winepress", that the final destructive judgment of the "goats" parallel culminates. (Matt25:41-46 parallel)

### 144000 Completion Sequence

And the final 144000 completion directive is stated for both the “sword” killed “number was filled” of Revelation 6:9-11, and the “captive” “gathered” finality of 1 Thessalonians 4:17 Christ “gathering” “captive in men” of “the remaining ones of her seed”, “who are surviving” in that final anointed Christian remnant “gathered” for full 144000 completion:

(Revelation 13:9-10) **If anyone has an ear, let him hear. 10 If anyone [is meant] for captivity, he goes away into captivity. If anyone will kill with the sword, he must be killed with the sword.** (Luke21:24) **Here is where it means the endurance and faith of the holy ones.**

Thus from that whole sequence we know there is an open salvation call active even after Christ arrives (Matt10:23), and as world government is complete and ruling. The human ministry had limitations, Christ will not miss one “sheep”, hence Matthew 10:23:

(Matthew 10:23) When they persecute you in one city, flee to another; for truly I say to you, you will by no means complete the circuit of the cities of Israel until the Son of man arrives.

Since the 1260 days has expired (Rev11:1-7, Dan12:7, Dan7:25), we also know the “two witnesses” final prelude period of symbolic time in the “three and a half days” “death” state (Rev11:7-10), just prior to Christ’s arrival (Rev11:11-12), is taking place into the beginning of the Daniel 12:11 1290 days, the period Christ actually arrives in. That is also the final full period of open salvation under also climax “place the disgusting thing” world government conditions, hence Revelation 14:9-11.
Now we already know these world government architects have already been fully active and public since the 1919 League of Nations presentation of the “image” after WWI, that continued on to the 1945 United Nations “abyss ascension” after WWII. That UN progression continued through the Cold War (Dan11:29) to the 1990 3rd UN presentation. (Dan1:31b) (this is the one UN NGO Bethel purposely misses and thus Jehovah’s witnesses also miss this 3rd UN placement significance as a third step to world government.)

**Thus the “two horned wildbeast” has also been very active in this whole progression, they even affect the internal Bethel ministry to lead an apostasy development internally as seen since this 1990 3rd UN cover-up and diversion campaign at Bethel. (Dan11:32a, Dan11:41, Dan8:12)**

The 8th King globalization “gathering” engineers of the Revelation 16:13-16 global sovereign consolidation effect, are in their own independent “two horned” “wild beast”, a globalist elite supra-national global complex of corporate power that administers pinnacle global finance and global military direction, which “power and authority” climaxing is the main definition of world government—everything else follows the globalization completion of full finance and wealth control and the globalizing military complex. (Joel3:9-12) Thus the “two horned wildbeast” are included as the “globalizer” guiding force of the 8th King and King North (King Fierce in Countenance) world government systems as the main global objective.

Thus in reality the 4th United Nations cycle is ready for activation now, to complete that process *in the future.*

**Globalist World Power Development – Ongoing World Government Objective**

This detail below, is thus an ongoing dynamic of the elite system world government engineering activity by that globalizer “two horned wildbeast” since the 1914-1919 first cycle made them evident. Thus this is now the continuation of that objective over the final cycle that just repeats their primary methodology and supporting developmental goals to full world government whose foundation was laid in the League of Nations “image”.

(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb, but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast (Rev16:13-16), while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an (original 1919) image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived. (and that “image” continues in progress as the international nucleus of world government yet to complete in full authority as Revelation 13:15-18 and Revelation 17:8-18 parallels) 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.

What to note is an independent “two horned” “wildbeast” system engineers world government by formation of its international “nucleus” for public presentation and development around this globally seen “image” as first presented in the League of Nations in 1919. The “image” is not yet world government, but the international “disgusting thing” centerpiece of its ongoing developmental “picture”—the United Nations is the “blueprint” and “global charter” and “mission statement” of far more extensive truly globalized world government to come fully, the UN is the core global governance “DNA” and international forum for world government development.

We also note the wildbeast and its “image” are the focus of earthly directed human worship, not the “two horned wildbeast”—most people of earth have no idea the “two horned wildbeast” even exists (hence why it does not draw worship to itself; it is a big secret), prophecy is what reveals these “two horned wildbeasts” elite “globalizers” first, to be backed eventually by modern elite globalism research of modern times. This is because the Anglo-American globalist elite system pictured in that “two horned wildbeast” is extremely secretive in its own existence and methods of operation and influence and it took time for global researchers to fully expose the elite nature and global supra-national scope of the “two horned wildbeast” founders of the world government “image” by aid of their global financial, military and political statecraft expertise.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand.

The Anglo-American globalist _elite system_ pictured in that “two horned wildbeast” is based in the Anglo-American _national bloc alliance “7th King”_ control, but it is _supra-national and globalist in nature_, hence its own globalist one headed, Anglo-American elite two horned, independent elite wildbeast character. This is how this “King North” brain-center is to control the “King South” _national 7th King pinnacle system of national development_ (Dan11:42-43), for the superior globalist 8th King eventual total world government domination. They are guiding both systems, national, “it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight”, for also the progressive globalist “scarlet wildbeast” culmination into full
Global Sovereign Convergence

All the sovereign and developmental details of Daniel 11:30-45 and Daniel 8:23-25 are about the pinnacle world government developing global power system, not individual nations (like the USA), or partial national blocs of nations (like the USSR, EU, BRICS, etc), who in the end are fully deposed and absorbed by “King North” and its identical “King Fierce in Countenance” into its ultimate 8th King world government global sovereign convergence of all the nations into one total unification—“united nations” which defines the 8th King, King North, King Fierce in Countenance globalized totality.

The “seven headed” “wildbeast from the sea”, and “King South” are both global national power system symbols absorbed into the full globalized sovereign totality of world government, by and as, the respective “seven headed” “scarlet wildbeast” “8th King” (Rev17:11-18) and global “King North” (Dan11:42-43) as identical, and identical with complete world government. (Dan11:45) (Identical to King of Fierce Countenance as well. Dan8:25)

The 7th King “Sword Stroke” and the 8th King “Abyss” – Related, but Different

The “sword stroke” affects the 7th King “head” which will affect the whole nation-state system pictured in that “wildbeast” “from the sea”. The Revelation 11:7 and Revelation 17:8-11 “abyss”, which will be related to that “sword stroke” global effect, is the specific impotent condition the whole “scarlet wildbeast” “ascends” from eventually as the “sword-stroke” gets “healed”. BOTH the “sword stroke” AND the “abyss” are TEMPORARY conditions, BOTH have an inter-related “revived” period of “healing” and “ascension” that is related and concurrent progressive final global recovery and world government emergence.

The important distinction is the “sword stroke” affects the “wildbeast from the sea” (by lead 7th head effects) which aids the global “abyss” condition of the “scarlet wildbeast” designate yet to emerge, but the “abyss” applies to the impotence of the globalized “scarlet wildbeast” that precedes its final “ascension” into world government. The “abyss” relates to the United Nations global “peace keeping” function being impotent, as before, which allows the global “sword stroke” to proceed in some form of global scale war, from which events and resolution the final “abyss” and its eventual “abyss ascension” will eventually manifest—also as before, it is a repeating cycle definition of the same dynamic being described in the global “problem” to global government “solution” formula that repeats in the future, for the finality.

By formulaic design already demonstrated the world war development is what is “we need world peace” resolved for the United Nations world presentation. This has occurred in three global cycles; WW1, WW2 and the Cold War. Thus by design the “abyss plunge” and the “sword stroke” are concurrent, and so is the “abyss ascension” and “sword stroke healing”—in the culmination it highlights the world government “scarlet wildbeast” “solution” while the national “wildbeast” system is also “revived” as the global system of that recovery, but administered by that time by the full 8th King world government.

Hence it is the classic “world-war-to-world-government” cycle as displayed in 1914-1919 as WW1 resolved into the 1919 League of Nations world government “image” presentation. This is how Revelation 13 had a first cycle with the exact global “sword stroke” cycle and formula that pictures also the final cycle, thus a final fulfillment sequence upon this same principle during that final cycle.

WW1 set the “sword stroke” principle from which the League of Nations was presented for its first time, hence no “abyss rise”, that was its original manifestation as the “image of the wildbeast”. In keeping with that principle, this is also how the WW2 “abyss” and its peace resolution aided the “abyss ascension” of the United Nations in 1945. That is also to be a repeating principle in Revelation 17:8-11. As the WW2 “sword stroke” principle demonstrated League of Nations “world peace keeping” impotence (its “abyss” plunge as an existent entity), the whole dynamic aided the United Nations “abyss ascension” in global presentation of the renewed intent and necessity of world government after WW2.

Thus this prophecy, and now three global cycles demonstrating the principle cycle that precedes a UN related presentation, is more than just an outlining prophecy of these notable global cycles, it also identifies the basic principles of how and why the “problem” cycle runs to present a United Nations “we are the solution” global presentation. It is now predictable, with or without prophecy, that a FOURTH cycle is in the making now—it is logical, it is intuitive, it is repeating and it is prophecy of the development of full world government—and that completion, is what triggers Christ’s arrival, the 8th King will finally be complete, ready, and stated (1 Thess5:1-3) for true sovereign war with God Almighty and Jesus Christ and the full “Kingdom of God” in “myriads” of holy angels for real (Rev16:13-16, Rev19:19-21), also a final completion requirement. (Rev10:5-11)

Now in the final cycle, employing all these principles again, the Revelation 17:8-18 totality will take place to full world government “ascension” aided by the “healing” of the “sword stroke” affecting the whole national “wildbeast” system to be revived to aid that final “ascension” of world government—the true “8th King”, not just its “image”, but the whole thing, all of it, the whole globalized “scarlet wildbeast”. Thus uniquely, for the first time in this final cycle, ALL of these principles will repeat and converge into that final world government presentation finalizing the fulfillment of Revelation 13 fully and Revelation 17:8-18 fully, concurrent to that “ascended” 8th King completion.

Now as the 7th head Anglo-American system takes a “sword stroke” “as though” “slaughtered to death” affecting the whole nation-state “wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived”, that wildbeast is “going down”, like a concurrent “see-saw”, for the “revived” globalized “scarlet” “wild beast that ascends out of the abyss” to be rising with that “sword-stroke and yet revived” global healing process. Thus the sovereign downfall of the Anglo-American nation-state alliance based “7th King” is what gives full “rise” to the fully globalized 8th King, because the 7th King dominated
global nation-state system also “goes down” to empower the globalized 8th King system “ascension” from that “abyss” of the “as though slaughtered to death” in that total global recovery. (Isa41:1)

That is how the 8th King totality, a whole “scarlet wildbeast” comes up, “ascends”, from that overall global “abyss” condition aided by its lack of power to keep global peace, which purposeful impotence enables the “sword stroke”. But now the 8th King totality, the whole “scarlet wildbeast” comes up, “ascends” with the revived “wildbeast from the sea” as a whole absorption into world government totality; Global 8th King, Worldwide King North.

The “sword stroke” defines the global nation-state “wildbeast” “abyss” forming events and condition of the future full 8th King “ascension”. The “sword stroke got healed” defines the 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” “ascension” from that “abyss” into world government in the global recovery process. (Rev17:8-12, Rev11:7) The “ascension” may begin with the 1260 days (Rev13:5), but because this is a massive effort it completes after the 1260 days has expired as per Revelation 11:7. That complete ascension is what defines the full world government “one hour” of Revelation 17:12. It also defines the comprehensive “peace and security” and actual “freedom from care” of 8th King full world government guided developments.

That global recovery is what gives sight 8th King world government credibility, helpfulness and necessity, the world can only “revive” by accepting (Rev13:15-18) the globalized “solution” in that then fully enriched (Dan11:42-43) 8th King world government completing, “ascending”, to full global presentation, world “peace and security”, “freedom from care” that comes with that “sword stroke” “healing” process. In reality, they will truly be the only “solution” for the nations.

(Isaiah 41:1) “Attend to me in silence, you islands; and let national groups themselves regain power. Let them approach. At that time let them speak. Let us come up close together for the judgment itself.

Thus the “world-war-to-world-government” cycle, demonstrated in WW1 (Rev13:11-15), WW2 (Rev17:8-11) and the Cold War (Dan11:29-31), all of which resulted in a UN related presentation, is to run a fourth time for complete world government completion and presentation—the “place palatial tents” and “place the disgusting thing” of Daniel 11:45 and Daniel 12:11, the final “stand” of Daniel 8:25 and the Daniel 2:31-45 whole “immense image” “standing” at the “Har-Magedon” global “location”. Therefore the first cycle in WW1, that resulted in that world government “image” League of Nations, is a valid preview of the final cycle completion of this process.

Note: Although the 8th King designate “abyss” will respect the original principle of designed inability to prevent global war, anti-UN like actions may accompany the condition to make it seem as if the United Nations has gone into the “abyss” in a notable manner. This is a speculation of possible accompanying events globally seen to cripple the UN that are not specific in prophecy. In reality the “causes desolation” cycle, as shown, aids the “disgusting thing” global “placement” effect.

What is guaranteed by prophecy, and apparent in the purpose of the cycle, is the full 8th King is what comes from the “abyss” to be presented as full world government in addition to its guiding and fronting UN “image”; this time the whole “scarlet wildbeast” “arises”. No matter what it may be renamed and rebranded as, the final “United Nations” related entity will be just that; a conglomerate of all the nations (Rev16:13-16), and it will be the same core sovereign developers (Rev13:11-15) as who engineered the original “League of Nations” and it will be that same unification but in completion that will form that portion of comprehensive world government. Active global war is what marks the UN impotence and defines the “abyss” meaning of that death-like state of inactivity—but by prophecy it is a temporary “abyss” state to culminate into full world government.

World Government Culmination and Final Global 666 Campaign

This below has to be the wealth sovereignty climax of the effects of Daniel 11:42-43 total wealth, finance and “gold and silver” bullion monopolization by the “King North” parallel of the 8th King all-encompassing “scarlet wildbeast” then fully absorbing the whole national “King South” global nation-state system in this national “wildbeast from the sea” parallel sovereign absorption process. Financial and economic extortion aids the “compulsion” to accept world government in addition to global military related stressing and coercion. In that whole nation-state system climaxing into total world government global domination, the financial and economic control dimension is the more comprehensive method of global control:

(Revelation 13:15-18) And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast. 16 And it puts under compulsion all persons, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the slaves, that they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to buy or sell except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a man’s number; and its number is six hundred and sixty-six.

And therein, by also “compelling” and coercing people economically, the acceptance of the 666 is not just voluntary, but also enforced acceptance
and required allegiance to this final globalized system of 8th King world government, which for those not already willingly “admiring” the “wild
beast” (Rev13:3, Rev17:8), the rest are to be coerced into this servitude, by pain of death where possible and necessary, but also by globalized
economic and financial extortion.

That is also the end of the era of national sovereignty, they especially will not be “buying or selling” except in full servitude to, and allegiance with,
8th King world government—this means the nation-state “sword stroke got healed” will be administered with globalist world government 666
required acceptance, along with the financial benefits it will bring in fully global form upon that 666 acceptance and support.

The Final Cycle in Prophecy — Daniel 11:42-45 is the unique King North final cycle parallel that converges into Daniel 12’s final fulfill. Daniel
11:41 is the current apostate Bethel infiltration of “King North” guides that “those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, he will lead
into apostasy by means of smooth words” of Daniel 11:32a, made apparent with the 3rd UN placement of 1990, which Bethel ignores, covers up
and became an endorsing UN partner as UN NGO to globally co-promote that placement, rather than expose it properly as prophecy. (Dan8:12,
Awake! 9/8/1991)

Revelation 8-11 is the “seven trumpet” framework of that final cycle parallel in temple judgment significance. Revelation 15-16 is the “seven
plagues” global context developments that underlays and outlines the final cycle as seven trumpet parallels. Daniel 12:1’s “during that time” will
cover Christ’s temple arrival to prepare the final warning and final Kingdom proclamation in Messianic Kingdom completion priority of that final
“stand” as full Messianic Kingdom “King of kings”.

The Global Gold, Wealth and Financial Dimension of World Government

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the land of Egypt, she will not
prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the
desirable things of Egypt.

Thus we are talking a total economic and financial monopoly so extensive that no one can literally engage in the basics of human civilization and
survival without accepting the 666, giving full allegiance and support to world government. Now a world government system, with a globalized
military backing (Joel3:9-12), will be the 8th King global administration of the basic and advanced global “buying and selling”, to extort the
acceptance of the 666 of full world government allegiance, from top, to bottom, globally.

The very access to sustenance for basic survival in this interdependent world can be affected because it is to be fully dependent on the 8th King
“healing” mechanism of world government, thus this prophecy of global 666 extortion is very powerful in the basic meaning and possibility of
extent. “Buying and selling” affects the basics of food, shelter and water at the societal foundational level, by imposition from the top which affects
everything else through the wealth controllers of all nations who are aligned first in the “healing” process.

Total global financial system design, control and supra-national enforced domination upon fully comprised national sovereign wealth management
systems, enabled by terminal insurmountable debt and default, is how this final international system of final wealth control and its final financial
“solution” is implemented globally. Thus the final 8th King system in this wealth and finance control dimension, is to supercede 7th King
predominant national sovereignty as it is vanquished by debt, with its wealth slipping into the control of this final global wealth authority by massive
debt intrigues while possessing the actual 8th King controlled hard wealth basis of recovery—they will actually be the “only solution”.

And since such an 8th King supporting globalized system of economic power revival must accompany the “sword stroke got healed” global
recovery, the entire global system is to be affected by the positive and necessary effects of that recovery, because the 8th King world government
financial and wealth sovereigns will truly be the only human “solution” to the very “problem” they intensify for their own acceptance, by willingly
“giving their power and authority” (Rev17:11-18) or by designed extortion and coercion. (Rev13:15-18) That is the kind of core purpose, deception
and globalized mentality Christ will be arriving upon when it is in its complete form: 8th King world government.

These are ongoing 8th King power developments eventually resulting in world government apparent in the globalist system engineering progressive
supremacy:

(Daniel 11:38-39) But to the god of fortresses (Joel3:9-12), in his position he will give glory; and to a (globalization) god that his
fathers did not know he will give glory by means of gold and by means of silver and by means of precious stone and by means
of desirable things. 39 And he will act effectively against the most fortified (national) strongholds, along with a foreign god.
(ultimately for globalization purposes of Rev16:13-16) Whoever has given [him] recognition he will make abound with glory (ten
kings, Rev17:11-18), and he will actually make them rule (in the 8th King nations united) among many; and [the] ground he will
apportion out for a price.

(Daniel 8:24-25a) And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. (uses the nation-state system) And in a
wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. (Dan11:36) And he will actually
bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones. (Rev13:5-8, Rev11:7-10) 25 And according to his (globally
superior) insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. (as evidenced in the world and in the Bethel apostasy of
Daniel 8:11-13, Daniel 11:30-35,41)

We know from global research the “two horned wildbeast” is not just the architect of the “image” of world government, it is also the main global
super-corporate complex of guiding elites of the financial, technological, digital, communications and military systems (and thus everything else progressively) that also support the reality of real world government's actual global supra-national structure beyond the meaning of just its global UN forum and representative "image". Thus the final world government presentation includes the United Nations related "image", but it is a true global complex of "power and authority" in all supporting dimensions of actual world power that will be the real power behind the "image of the wildbeast".

Obviously the international complex of privately owned trans-national corporations, actually in control of real "power and authority" in wealth and military systems, is part of that international matrix of world government already benefiting from the supra-national global level legal system which helps empower this progressive global power and wealth consolidation. When national government entities go into debt default and reorganization, it is global-corporate technocratic guidance that administers that recovery at an international scale. Thus as the "sword-stroke" is "healed", the full empowerment of this real power structure is what is finalizing as nation-state authority is transferred in their impotence, to this final 8th King empowered world government.

Thus the whole Daniel 11:42-43 wealth monopolization process empowers the final developments of Revelation 13:15-18 in final form—they completely inter-relate at global scale and manifest with the "healing" process. We can safely assume the 100s of trillions in US and EU debt and unfunded liabilities will aid this final wealth monopolization process upon that 7th King centered "Egypt" affecting the whole "King South" "land of Egypt" worldwide nation-state realm being "pawned" by "King North" 8th King global power:

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South "capital"), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an escapee. (captured by globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature.) 43 And he (King North/8th King) will actually rule over the hidden treasures (globally) of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth, wealth system and all "desirable things" of collective global national "Egypt" "King South" powers in full globalist progressive ownership);

That monetary and global financial and investment matrix is administered by massive private corporations and institutions. When a nations "wealth" is actually credit, debt and fiat currency, the real owners of the debt and the system administering it and its currency, is who ends up with the real wealth and the real power, not the symbolic facsimiles of it that have suckered whole nations to be oblivious to this process of invasion by debt, and conquest by default—all managed by privately held elite international financial institutions, international monetary funds and world banks.

Now the national governments, loaded with debts, especially in the lead US and EU national systems, are also just facsimiles, facades, mere shells of their former being, they are owned, it just has to be made official. Thus the compromise of the lead system by a financial dimension "death-stroke" counterpart affects the whole global system in the "as though" "demise" and the recovery—they all follow the master national "carrot" system, down and up again, but up into 8th King control completed. While everyone focuses on the global debt, few recognize the "global creditor" is a functioning whole corporate matrix already in "two horned wildbeast" design and control to complete their 8th King designate world government actuality.

It is therefore amazing how literal Daniel 11:42-43 and Revelation 13:15-18 are in regard to global financial and economic developments now also literally seen setting up a climax condition globally for this final cycle climax merely requiring the proper catalyst to set it off. A global war and tribulation "sword-stroke" is thus accompanied by a financial "death-stroke" in its own dimension of what is really an 8th King wealth conquest maneuver merely accelerated in its power consolidation goal by the global stressing cycle of the major global war cycle.

Though the Bible does not directly foretell the specific catalyst it does identify the period it will activate in as the "tribulation of those days" and its final cycle. (Dan11:42-45>Dan12:7,11; Rev8-11, Rev16) The Bible also identifies the financial (Dan11:42-43, Rev12:15-18), military (Joel3:9-12), globalization (Rev16:13-16) and national sovereign transference (Rev17:11-18) dynamics forming the progressive "abyss ascension" full world government "power and authority" basis.

Thus the "healing" progression as the final cycle winds down will be by an 8th King system enriched to the maximum magnitude of its whole history, ensuring they really can effect a global recovery "freedom from care" and thus present the world government and its 666 acceptance under optimum conditions for their objective completion: the world "peace and security" incentive and claim backing world government and its acceptance.

This indicates several years are required to really effect this whole process as an increasingly recognized final cycle, thus modern global research on these topics is aiding this recognition, at a time Bethel and Jehovah's witnesses are, by Bethel policy, not making the obvious connections in modern updated form. Daniel 8:13-14 1150 day or 2300 day timing, leading in some way to Daniel 12:7, Revelation 11:2-3 and Revelation 13:5 1260 day timing, is that several years when it all activates at the same time.
If we pay attention to the cyclic requirement of a final phase, we also see how the “end of the world” delusion at Bethel (2Thess2:1-2) aids the objective of concealing the final cycle requirement and the massive amounts developments yet to come leading through that “as though” “doomsday” preparatory cycle.

Instead an 8th King “world peace” and recovery is coming, and in that all the premature expectations will fail and be discredited for instead a final recovery leading to a “one hour” of great global hope highlighting world government positivity for those fooled by this “turnaround” “healing” of the final cycle global “death-stroke”.

Thus although the world’s own uncertainty aids the “doomsday” mentality, that “doom” expectation aids the “turnaround” psychological recovery effect turning into great hopefulness when things do not turn out as bad as expected, as a nice global “pleasant surprise” is what comes with the 8th King “ascension” and final global recovery phase, making the world government idea, and its actuality, far more acceptable and “admirable” to many people in that complimentary global psychological process.

Now that that huge global wealth is going into full 8th King control, guaranteed to continue and only accelerate by the final global stressing cycle, we also now clearly see the basis of the “sword stroke got healed” of the recovery from that cycle having met its chief objective and how that will highlight world government as it actually becomes the only solution. Thus wealth control forms the basis of the full global sovereign control of all the nations finalizing into a final world government finance and economic authority with a complimentary globalization of a military monopoly capable of enforcing that authority. Many people do not currently realize just how easily the “UN” and that NATO military component can “couple” in official form in this final cycle “world peace” wind down.

Now even if the recovery begins with that 1260 day period, the “tribulation of those days” must continue in spiritual significance that must conclude as that 1260 days “trampling” expires. (Rev11:1-7) The recovery of some form of financial and recapitalization solution will be the means the 666 issue will also be progressively introduced along with that global recovery incentive. And that is also why the final warning deploying into that period leading to world government completion is to be thoroughly resisted, in this speculation it will start to be looking up for the nations as recovery rather than “the end”, yet the real significance is the world government completion, regardless of the global context it arrives into, and what that world government will trigger: Christ’s arrival.

Now that full globalization of the culmination of the “gathering” of all the nations into this 8th King complex is also to be fully complete. (Rev16:13-16) The significance is the nation-state sovereign system, and the Babylon the Great religious sovereign system, are deposed in the same final sequence, by 8th King super-sovereign world government, that must be completing before this final sovereign deposition process begins. The sovereign transference of nation-state power defines the world government concurrent-sovereign completion. That completes before Babylon the Great is deposed and deconstructed. (Rev17:15-18, Rev16:12,19)

The national sovereign deposition is into the full 8th King control of the gold basis of global real wealth (and hence, real sovereignty), and “all the desirable things” of the global “land of Egypt” nation-state system—thus when nations lose their wealth ownership, and the basis of its valuation and monetary system in gold bullion, they lose core sovereign actuality as well—hence the ultimate meaning of Daniel 11:42-43 and Revelation 13:15-18 culminating concurrently into the 8th King system which will own and possess that actual global sovereign wealth basis upon which the global recovery will proceed, but for the acceptance of world government as the goal. Since they designed the first stage system of control of the 7th King system, they will also be the final design engineers of the final globalized recovery system. Thus they own the wealth and the global system of its valuation and continued financial and economic function, hence Revelation 13:15-18 via Daniel 11:42-43 culmination.

Global Sovereign Globalization Culmination

Globalization is the main global force of the Revelation 16:13-16 “gathering” of the nations in this parallel of sovereign conglomeration into 8th King world government below. Globalization completion results in world government, it is not an indefinite process. Now as this sovereign globalization “gathering” process is climaxing at the end of the final cycle, hence the deep “sixth plague”, notice here that the Babylon the Great religious sovereignty (Rev17:18) is also being set-up concurrently, implied in the compromise of the “harlot’s” defensive waters (Rev17:15) in this “great river Euphrates” parallel in that same globalization “gathering” completion process:

(Revelation 16:12-16) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates (Parallels 6th trumpet global events), and its water was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. (Babylon the Great being set-up for Revelation 17:15-17 parallel events by removal of human defenses (Rev17:15)) 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. (complete 8th King globalist influence culminating) 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth (culminating in this final period), to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. (parallels Revelation 17:12-18 and Daniel 11:42-43 culminations into globalist 8th King power) 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” (globalization culmination:) 16 And they gathered them (aided by Dan11:42-43 and Rev17:11-17 8th King wealth and power consolidations) together (into final 8th King globalist unification symbolized in world government completion by 4th UN “placement” and proclamations) to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (Joel 3:9-17; thus the final consolidate sovereign culmination completes to enable Christ’s seventh plague arrival)

Now the final “abyss ascension” parallel of Revelation 11:7 to Revelation 17:8-11 to proceed further here into Revelation 17:11-18, is this same
Revelation 13:15-18 culmination of world government to define the Revelation 17:12 “one hour” of that final climax global 8th King full world government sovereignty after the final 1260 days has elapsed, aided by the globalization completion above:

National Sovereign Transference

(Revelation 17:11-14) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an (globalist) eighth [king], but springs from the seven (national power progression; “springs from” and utilizes the Revelation 13:2 “wild beast from the sea”), and it goes off into destruction. 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten (national) kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the (globalist) wild beast. 13 These have one thought (sovereign expansion and or preservation), and so they give their (national based) power and authority to the (globalist apex forming) wild beast. 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].”

Religious Sovereign Deposition

And as we saw in the setting up of Babylon the Great in Revelation 16:12, this parallels the full deposition of that religious sovereignty in this finalizing segway parallel to Revelation 16:12-19 developments, thus we know as well this is also a deep 6th-to-7th plague parallel:

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns (national powers) that you saw, and the wild beast (globalist power), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (asset stripping, exposure), and will eat up her fleshy parts (absorbing religious sovereignty and assets) and will completely burn her with fire. (total religious sovereign deposition) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought (Revel 8:8) by giving their (national based) kingdom to the (globalist ascendant) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.” (the target religious sovereignty);

And that defines where parallel Daniel 11:42-43 developments were leading to in this final world government sequence parallel that it all arrives at:

(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be reports (Rev10:11 “little scroll” recovered ministry messages) that will disturb him (8th King going into world government totally), out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage (Dan8:25; Rev11:7) in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 “bring many to ruin during a freedom from care” parallel with 1Thess5:1-2 world “peace and security” period of 8th King world government placement (Dan12:11 final fulfillment); And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; (plural palatial “tents” as earthly symbolism of UN distributed world government in 4th UN placement; parallel Daniel 12:11 final fulfillment) and he will have to come all the way to his end (Armageddon denunciation of Dan11:36), and there will be no helper for him. (King North as 8th King deposed (Dan7:26; 8:25);

The implied “Jerusalem” location unnamed, is the counterfeit claim the 8th King will make as being “God’s Kingdom” and “Zion” for those related sectors of global deception.

Now the final sovereign rivals to the globalist wildbeast global sovereignty is that of God’s Kingdom “ambassadors” deposed as the “two witnesses”, the nation-state based sovereignty being absorbed, and the Babylon the Great religious sovereignty that is also deposed under full 8th King world government at the end of this final cycle. The “two witnesses” go down first (Rev11:7-10), as the nation-state sovereignty is absorbed into full world government progressing to completion, and that enables the final deposition of Babylon the Great last, as 8th King controlled “ten kings” nations, under its global sovereign authority as world government, will carry out the massive Babylon the Great deposition process.

Why Babylon the Great Goes Down at the End of the Cycle

There are certain logical reasons why Babylon the Great cannot go down first, as Bethel implies, to conceal their own required downfall that is actually what is required first. (1Pet4:17, Dan8:13-14)

- The deposition of global religious sovereignty aids the “world peace” “and security” believability as a key world government claim (1Thess5:1-3) while Babylon the Great is being deposed—hence removal of the religious war fomenting institution aids world peace believability globally.
- Sacking and transferring the Babylon the Great massively huge global wealth store of 100s of trillions in hard wealth and assets, will also provide a massive global capital and wealth “final stage” boost to aid national recovery at the end of the cycle when it is most useful. (Isa41:11) “Reallocated” Babylon the Great global wealth and resources merely aids the already fully enriched 8th King recovery period—its the “cherry on top”.
- The Babylon the Great “harlot’s” divisive confusion aids the whole final cycle. Religious confusion at global scale will be most useful in final form for the whole final cycle, it will not be deposed until it is no longer needed—it certainly is not going to be removed when it is most useful for the religio-political “divide and conquer” global implementation. Hence why Babylon the Great goes down at the end of the final cycle, in the 6th-to-7th plague sequence (Rev16:12-19) as plainly shown in parallel prophecy, not to start it off, as some delude others to assume in error. (Rev17:11-16)
- The real judgment starts with the “house of God”. (1Pet4:17) it is the temple judgment sequence of Daniel 8:13-14 that comes upon the apostate Bethel organization as the visible epicenter of that “trampling” as actually the anointed Christian “wheat and weed” precursor judgment phase. (Rev8:3-5 starts off the whole Revelation 8-11 final fulfillment continuum. Zech3:1-8, Mal3:1-5, Dan8:13-14 parallel)
Now since the 8th King world government “one hour” of uni-polar global power congolmeration will be far more significant than the preparatory “tribulation of those days” and its included 1260 days global stressing period leading to that world government completion and final “one hour” period, which prelude global stressing phase will employ the continuation of world war and various global “wars and reports of wars” (Matt24:6), we know the final “freedom from care” and the final selective attack mode supporting enforced 666 acceptance are also under full world government. (The Dan8:25 and Dan11:45 attack parallels are under 8th King world government)

That is why that following period accepted with the “healing” recovery is will be potentially far more dangerous in the empowerment of the full final 8th King agenda as partly revealed in Revelation 13:5-8. It is not national sovereign war that empowers that “caused to be killed all those who will not accept” the 666 in climax form, it is the “bring many to ruin” (Dan8:25) and the “goes forth in order to devote many to destruction” (Dan11:44) one-sided 8th King attack mode that causes that killing agenda to go forth globally by 8th King directives.

There are no more national “wars and reports of wars” but there is the 8th King “wage war with the holy ones” (Rev13:7) and “war with the two witnesses” (Rev11:7), and “many” others, that will be active DURING that “freedom from care” of that final “peace and security”. That is one sided, selective, 8th King destructions under a global uni-polar monopoly of the military and technological means to actually attempt to carry that out fully at global scale. (That is why it is that “four winds” period that God and Christ “cut short the days” of in that far more dangerous period of the finale “great tribulation” period (Matt24:21-22), under full world government)

8th King world government will provide “the end” enablement by cessation of national sovereign based global wars as part of that final world “peace and security” statement of complete world government as the inverse of Matthew 24:6 is reached as 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 parallel: when there are no longer “wars and reports of wars”, then “the end” can come. This is how the 8th King “peace and security” proclamation enables the real “the end” when they are finally saying “peace and security” globally under world government. That is also a real global “freedom from care” that comes with the “sword-stroke got healed”.

And it is also logical why the “no flesh would be saved” possibility will also trigger a required divine intervention at that “great tribulation” final “four winds” phase climax time, not before:

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now, no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days will be cut short.

And thus the 8th King global “freedom from care” is the same world “peace and security” period of finally the stated condition of no global “wars and reports of wars”.

Thus the “bring many to ruin” (Dan8:25) and the “devote many to destruction” (Dan11:44) are the 8th King selective “attack” mode paralleling that global Revelation 13:15-18 666 acceptance coercion phase. They are not typical national sovereign conflict “wars”, they are the one sided 8th King agenda “gone global” and completing. The Revelation 13:15-18 “cause to be killed” under full world government will include the “two witnesses” first, then Babylon the Great deposition, as well as the final 8th King general “accept 666 or else” agenda gone global “during a freedom from care” of global scope:

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he (King of Fierce Countenance as 8th King) will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3) he will bring many to ruin. (Dan1:44-45; Rev11:7) And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken. (Dan1:45; Rev19:11-21; Dan2:31-45);

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-3) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they (world government lead) are saying: “Peace and security!” (as a final sovereign statement and claim of 8th King world government completed) then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape.

Thus when Jesus Christ said this:

(Matthew 24:6) you are going to hear of (globally active) wars and reports of wars; see that you are not terrified. For these things must take place, but the end is not yet.

It was because as long as global wars persist, the end would not yet come—for it is under 8th King “world peace”, and thus no former sovereign wars, that the real “the end” is enabled with a globally notable manifestation of this “peace and security” condition and global proclamation by 8th King world government definition and its final sovereign “world peace” claim signalling this unique global “[no] wars and reports of wars” inverse signal “world peace” period, thus enabling the real end.

Obviously that is a great clue why the prelude to, and the 1260 days “wars and reports of wars” final portion of the climax final cycle, is not yet the end, it is transpiring into that final signal “peace and security” as 8th King world government is also completing after the 1260 days expires into the marked “one hour” indicating full 8th King world government global reign.
The Tribulation of Those Days First Phase of Great Tribulation

Although the “tribulation of those days” has a notable global context of “six plagues”, it is a symbol of the judgment upon “Jerusalem”, that tribulation is connected to events upon spiritual “Jerusalem”. Judgment and “trampling” events on symbolic “Jerusalem”, the anointed Christian “holy city”, is what will define, in God’s timing and accounting, what will really mark the “tribulation of those days” spiritual meaning.

This means the spiritual period significant to anointed Christians in the “holy city” meaning is the temple judgment (Dan8:13-14), the accounting, purification and recovery to the final warning (Rev11:2-3) it produces, which will be what encompasses the spiritual meaning of the “tribulation of those days” “Jerusalem” context, from start to finish:

((Luke 21:20-24) “Furthermore, when you see Jerusalem surrounded by encamped armies, then know that the desolating of her has drawn near. 21 Then let those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains, and let those in the midst of her withdraw, and let those in the country places not enter into her; 22 because these are days for meting out justice, that all things written may be fulfilled. 23 Woe to the pregnant women and the ones suckling a baby in those days! For there will be great necessity upon the land and wrath on this people; 24 and they will fall by the edge of the sword and be led captive into all the nations (Rev13:9-10); and Jerusalem will be trampled on by the nations, until the appointed times of the nations are fulfilled.

(Matthew 24:15-22) “Therefore, when you catch sight of the disgusting thing that causes desolation, as spoken of through Daniel the prophet, standing in a holy place (the spiritual “temple” of spiritual “Jerusalem”), (let the reader use discernment.) 16 then let those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains. 17 Let the man on the housetop not come down to take the goods out of his house; 18 and let the man in the field not return to the house to pick up his outer garment. 19 Woe to the pregnant women and those suckling a baby in those days! 20 Keep praying that your flight may not occur in wintertime, nor on the sabbath day; 21 for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now, no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days will be cut short.

And what marks the initial judgment of “Jerusalem” (1Pet4:17) (and the final warning later) in the context of anointed Christians and Jehovah’s witnesses? “TRAMPLING”.

A notable prophetic timed “trampling” will start the “tribulation of those days” (Dan8:13) and a notable timed prophetic “trampling” will end the “tribulation of those days” (Rev11:2) meaning for that key “holy city” applicability, and BOTH are timed developments.

(The “great tribulation” has a broader eventual context to the 8th King world government “four winds” final period, but the “tribulation of those days” begins the process, it is the first phase, and it has a “holy city” specific applicability we will be able to recognize, it is important to recognize that detail because it is the key “tribulation of those days” segway that leads to Christ’s arrival, which is not immediately the end. (Matt24:29-31 leads to Rev14.).)

The First Trampling Starts the “Tribulation of Those days”: Temple Judgment

((Daniel 8:13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (“holy city” “Jerusalem” connection) and [the] [JW worldwide] army things to trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided temple desolation “fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophetic cycle);

Timed Temple Judgment Period

((Daniel 8:14) So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings and mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed in this 1150 day or 2300 time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5);

Now that “trampling” produced “holy place” “right condition” will deal with the modern state of anointed Christians, as exemplified by apostate Bethel, into an eventual state of purification as per Malachi 3:1-5, Zechariah 3:1-8 and Revelation 8 repeat fulfillment. This is why this takes Daniel 8:14 timing, the current anointed Christian apostasy, by Bethel prophetic subversion (Dan8:12), is serious and takes time to “trample” in accounting, eventual required purification, and recovery, and the eventual ministerial re-deployment in the “right condition”, and that while the “tribulation of those days” is fully active in that Daniel 8:13 first “trampling” marker and timing.

Additionally the temple judgment provides a notable global development directly related in prophecy to the current apostate Jehovah’s witnesses ministry (Dan11:30-35, Dan8:11-13), and its consequences, that can provide a high profile set of “trampling” developments to provide the evidentiary context to make the final prophetic connections and explanations (Rev8:7-12) later, to fulfilling prophecy starting with those temple judgment events real meaning. (1Pet4:17) The explanation is aided by being freed from the current Bethel apostate override, then fully deposed,
accounted for and removed, as per prophecy. (Dan8:13-14, Zech3:1-5, Mal3:1-5, Rev8:3-5)

The importance of connecting the temple judgment to prophecy fulfillment is because that prophetic framework is a continuum to and it indicates more prophecy is to fulfill from this temple judgment point forward all the way to 8th King world government that triggers Christ’s arrival.

Thus the temple judgment “trampling” of Daniel 8:13-14 is also the activation of the Revelation 8 repeating fulfillment temple judgment parallel (Rev8:1-6), the removal of the “1/3” profanations now in the Jehovah’s witnesses ministry. (Rev8:7-12) Thus Revelation 9 final fulfillment release from the “abyss” of the temple judgment “trampling” “desolation”, to come on the visible organization of Jehovah's witnesses for global notoriety, but that is actually an anointed Christian judgment, is the same purification recovery parallel of the Daniel 8:14 “right condition”. Hence the Daniel 8:14 “evening” desolation in “abyss”, and the eventual “morning” of “abyss” release light. (Matt25:1-13 parallel, the modern “Sign of Jonah” on Jehovah’s witnesses)

The temple judgment of Jehovah's witnesses therefore begins the activation of Revelation 8-11 in final fulfillment, a seven trumpet progression to ministerial recovery to announce and welcome (Matt25:6) Christ's arrival and Messianic Kingdom completion and conquest which is the recovered ministry “little scroll” main sovereign subject matter: 8th King world government completion will trigger Christ’s arrival and the Messianic Kingdom completion.

(Revelation 10:6b-7) “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

Messianic Kingdom completion is the main sovereign theme of the “little scroll” final Kingdom proclamation phase, second witness of “two witnesses”, which transpires and expires into that very arrival of God and Christ. It is the temple judgment that begins (1Pet4:17) this process marked by actual prophecy final cycle activation that has already forecast the final cycle global events to result in 8th King world government final development.

(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy again with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.”

The Final Trampling Ends the “Tribulation of Those days”: Two Witnesses Final Kingdom Warning Deposed

In time Revelation 8 temple judgment and purification proceeds to Revelation 9-11 and the final “trampling” marker “42 month” timed period, in a cleansed and approved anointed Christian “two witnesses” state, which 1260 day expiration will end the “tribulation of those days” as the temple judgment will have met its purpose to deploy the final “two witnesses” in valid form.

That final “holy city” “trampling” will complete the whole “tribulation of those days” meaning on “Jerusalem”:

(Revelation 11:1-7) And a reed like a rod was given me as he said: “Get up and measure the temple [sanctuary] of God and the altar and those worshiping in it. 2 But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it clear out and do not measure it, because it has been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city underfoot for forty-two months. (parallel Rev13:5-7) 3 And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth.” ... 7 And when they have finished their (1260 day) witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss (Rev17:8-12) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (Rev13:7)

Thus the “tribulation of those days” includes the temple judgment timing and the final “two witnesses” timing and is the final segway leading to Christ’s arrival warned of for the whole period in progressively clearer fashion. The “tribulation of those days”, in its global stressing context, is thus resolving on its own, by divine aid and requirement, applicable to “Jerusalem” also in context of the 8th King world government “abyss” ascension. (Rev11:1-7) Thus as the “tribulation of those days” expires into Christ’s arrival, the Revelation 11:11-12 parallel, the “holy city” final “trampling” will have enabled that 144000 completion period, and also why Christ arrives at that time, not before.

The “three and a half days” symbolic “two witnesses” “death” state period occurs after the “tribulation of those days” has ended, it merges into Daniel 12:11 starting with that “two witnesses” “constant feature” removal as the 8th King “ascends” into its final “disgusting thing” placement as the parallel Daniel 12:7 1260 days will have expired.

(Revelation 11:8-10) And their corpses will be on the broad way of the great city which is in a spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. 9 And those of the peoples and tribes and tongues and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days, and they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. 10 And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy themselves, and they will send gifts to one another, because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth.

Which final “three and a half days” symbolic ends into Christ’s arrival parallel next:
(Revelation 11:11-12) And after the three and a half days spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet, and great fear fell upon those beholding them. 12 And they heard a loud voice out of heaven say to them: “Come on up here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them.

And repentance from that effects of that whole period will be motivated in some:

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

Thus Christ arrives in the Daniel 12:11 1290 day period active in its initiation.

**The Bethel 1991 UN NGO**

... when you catch sight of the disgusting thing that causes desolation, as spoken of through Daniel the prophet, standing in a holy place...

In regard to the Matthew 24:15 signal “when you catch sight of the disgusting thing that causes desolation, as spoken of through Daniel the prophet, standing in a holy place” as foretold in a specific Daniel “disgusting thing” prophecy now applicable to “discern”, that is the Daniel 11:31b “disgusting thing” placement of the 3rd UN placement of 1990, that Bethel “stood” up in the ministry as UN NGO “UN public information” co-promoters and partnership.

**The “discernment” is there are three Daniel “disgusting thing” related prophecies (Dan9:27b, Dan12:11, Dan11:31b); we are interested in the one pertaining to the 1990 3rd UN presentation, the one Bethel also became UN NGO for and now fully ignores, thus an important “discernment” concerning Daniel’s prophecy and the apostasy that co-develops in that context of Daniel 11:30-35, and Daniel 8:11-13 indicating the temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14.**

Thus to those discerning this, it is advisable to get out of the Jehovah’s witnesses organization now, because that Daniel 8:13 “transgression causing desolation” will result in the “trampling” temple judgment phase of Daniel 8:13-14—and that “trampling” “tribulation” will come upon the “worldwide organization on Jehovah’s witnesses”, now “King North” infiltrated (Dan11:32a) and invaded (Dan11:41) for the final invasion and attempted ministerial coup. (Luke 21:20) Internal Bethel impostors and apostates will thus aid this “trampling” internally. (the “son of destruction” phase of the current Bethel “man of lawlessness”. (2Thess2:3-4))

In that coming Bethel “trampling” Daniel 11:41 will climax. Daniel 11:42-45 is what must fulfill next as the global cycle of the actual 8th King “King North” cycle that will be beginning fulfillment, not ending yet.

**Babylon the Great Deposed at the Final Cycle Ending**

All these prophecies parallel Babylon the Great as existent deep into the 6th-to-7th trumpet and 6th-to-7th plague milestones of the final cycle.

(Revelation 9:13-15) And the sixth angel blew his trumpet. And I heard one voice out of the horns of the golden altar that is before God 14 say to the sixth angel, who had the trumpet: “Untie the four angels that are bound at the great river Euphrates.” 15 And the four angels were untied, who have been prepared for the hour and day and month and year, to kill a third of the men.

The “two witnesses” go down while “Babylon” the “Great City” is still existent:

(Revelation 11:8) And their (two witnesses) corpses will be on the broad way of the great city which is in a spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled.

This is the “broadway” that is called “Sodom and Egypt” of the “great city” that is Babylon the Great. The “broadway” symbol of Babylon the Great is the Christendom predominance in that system, fully part of Babylon the Great’s access route, and a main religious resistance to the “two witnesses” real Kingdom message.

Babylon the Great is being set-up in the 6th plague, for the 7th plague deposition phase:

(Revelation 16:12-19) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions...And they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har--Magedon. 17 And the seventh one poured out his bowl upon the air. At this a loud voice issued out of the sanctuary from the throne, saying: “It has come to pass!” 18 And lightnings and voices and thunders occurred, and a great earthquake occurred such as had not occurred since men came to be on the earth, so extensive an earthquake, so great. 19 And the great city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell; and Babylon the Great was remembered in the sight of God, to give her the cup of the wine of the anger of his wrath.
And that period of Babylon the Great depositions is in the final sovereign progression to world government of Revelation 17:11-18:

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns that you saw, and the wild beast, these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

A functioning global system is still in operation as the “two witnesses” are deposed as Babylon the Great is still existent:

(Revelation 11:10) And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy themselves, and they will send gifts to one another, because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth.

A functioning global system is still in operation as and after Babylon the Great is deposed:

(Revelation 18:9-19) “And the kings of the earth who committed fornication with her and lived in shameless luxury will weep and beat themselves in grief over her, when they look at the smoke from the burning of her, 10 while they stand at a distance because of their fear of her torment and say, ‘Too bad, too bad, you great city, Babylon you strong city, because in one hour your judgment has arrived!’ 11 “Also, the traveling merchants of the earth are weeping and mourning over her, because there is no one to buy their full stock anymore, 12 a full stock of gold and silver and precious stone and pearls and fine linen and purple and silk and scarlet; and everything in scented wood and every sort of ivory object and every sort of object out of most precious wood and of copper and of iron and of marble; 13 also cinnamon and Indian spice and incense and perfumed oil and frankincense and wine and olive oil and fine flour and wheat and cattle and sheep, and horses and coaches and slaves and human souls. 14 Yes, the fine fruit that your soul desired has departed from you, and all the dainty things and the gorgeous things have perished from you, and never again will people find them. 15 “The traveling merchants of these things, who became rich from her, will stand at a distance because of [their] fear of her torment and will weep and mourn, 16 saying, ‘Too bad, too bad—the great city, clothed with fine linen and purple and scarlet, and richly adorned with gold ornament and precious stone and pearl, 17 because in one hour such great riches have been devastated!’ “And every ship captain and every man that voyages anywhere, and sailors and all those who make a living by the sea, stood at a distance 18 and cried out as they looked at the smoke from the burning of her and said, ‘What city is like the great city?’ 19 And they threw dust upon their heads and cried out, weeping and mourning, and said, ‘Too bad, too bad—the great city, in which all those having boats at sea became rich by reason of her costliness, because in one hour she has been devastated!’

That is the same “one hour” parallel period:

(Revelation 17:12) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast.

The same “hour” Christ arrives into the end of:

(Revelation 11:11-13) And after the three and a half days spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet, and great fear fell upon those holding them. 12 And they heard a loud voice out of heaven say to them: “Come on up here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them. 13 And in that hour a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became frightened and gave glory to the Lord of heaven.

The functioning global system, at the end, is also shown in this principle:

(Matthew 24:36-42) “Concerning that day and hour nobody knows, neither the angels of the heavens nor the Son, but only the Father. 37 For just as the days of Noah were, so the presence of the Son of man will be. 38 For as they were in those days before the flood, eating and drinking, men marrying and women being given in marriage, until the day that Noah entered into the ark; 39 and they took no note until the flood came and swept them all away, so the presence of the Son of man will be. 40 Then (Matt24:31 parallel:) two men will be in the field; one will be taken along and the other be abandoned; 41 two women will be grinding at the mill: one will be taken along and the other be abandoned. 42 Keep on the watch, therefore, because you do not know on what day your Lord is coming.

Concurrent Sovereign Completion Climax

Thus as the 8th King is going into full “rise” of world government, the Messianic Kingdom will also be going into full 144000 completion, thus enabling the final “King of kings” coronation event of Jesus Christ (Rev19:11-16), which his “Kingdom of God” coronation of 1914 foregleamed for this final period of that completion. (Zech6:9-15, Rev19:11-16, Zech4:6-9) Now these final completions are shown concurrent with also the completion of the rival 8th King world government to finally be completely ready for the Armageddon sovereign confrontation with the full Kingdom of God, including the Messianic Kingdom portion then complete. (Eze38:7, Rev19:19-21)
Thus world government is complete as the “two witnesses” are deposed enabling Christ’s arrival for the 1,440,000 completion—that enables the Messianic Kingdom completion.

- Thus the Messianic Kingdom is completed after 8th King world government completes.
- Thus the Messianic Kingdom is completed before Babylon the Great is deposed.
- Thus the deposition of Babylon the Great is under both 8th King world government and the Messianic Kingdom both complete.

And thus the Messianic Kingdom will be the full “Court” of the judgment of Babylon the Great for spiritual significance (Rev 18:8) and the eventual conquest judgment over the 8th King world government for sovereign significance.

(Daniel 7:26) And the (Messianic Kingdom, Matt:25:31) Court itself proceeded to sit, and his own rulership they finally took away, in order to annihilate [him] and to destroy [him] totally.

The national sovereign deposition is what equates to the concurrent “rise” of 8th King world government and that occurs as the “two witnesses” final Kingdom proclamation is completing to its “two witnesses” deposition. Whereas the first “two witnesses” period theme was God’s Kingdom and Christ’s appointed coronation in that Kingdom, in progressive understanding, the final “two witnesses” theme is Messianic Kingdom completion. Thus both witnessings have a common overall God’s Kingdom theme, the Messianic Kingdom was merely the specific universal and earthly focused sovereignty yet requiring to complete, but its completion process was overseen by Christ for God in full unsealed “seven seals” understanding in God’s Kingdom since 1914.

The Messianic Kingdom “birth” (Rev 12:1-12), also made progressively known from that time, was of an incomplete Messianic Kingdom “male child” entity that had to complete the final anointing process and the final warning process leading to today’s final developmental phase of that Kingdom maturation. And to aid the veracity of the final warning, a final great global cycle of 8th King development from 7th King “downfall” of national sovereignty will be manifesting concurrent incremental milestones with the final leg of Christ’s Messianic Kingdom final anointed affirmation sealing drive. (Rev 7:1-4)

God’s Kingdom and the Messianic Kingdom “Kingdom of the World”

Thus the “last Adam” and “son of David” singular unique Christ identity reality is what defines the Messianic “Kingdom of the World”, because only Jesus Christ can be God’s Son as “last Adam” and the “son of David” to fulfill the Davidic Kingdom covenant forever while God fulfills his “covenant for a kingdom” with Christ, concurrently. God never can be “last Adam” nor the “son of David”, so Christ’s Messianic Kingdom is forever his. Like the “crown of twelve stars” of the “woman”, Christ is subservient to God’s supreme sovereignty, God Almighty’s alone.

Thus at the same time, only God Almighty can be “King of Eternity” and the supreme Almighty God, thus his Kingdom, God’s Kingdom, is what Christ took temporary rulership within in 1914, by God’s decree, to oversee the whole Messianic Kingdom completion process, then Christ “hands back” the original “Kingdom of God” to God, as God is the “all things to everyone” Supreme Sovereign for all eternity. Only God can be King of God’s Kingdom ultimately.

(1 Corinthians 15:24-28) Next, the end, when he hands over the kingdom to his God and Father, when he has brought to nothing all government and all authority and power. 25 For he must rule as king until [God] has put all enemies under his feet. 26 As the last enemy, death is to be brought to nothing. 27 For [God] “subjected all things under his feet.” But when he says that ‘all things have been subjected,’ it is evident that it is with the exception of the one who subjected all things to him. 28 But when all things will have been subjected to him, then the Son himself will also subject himself to the One who subjected all things to him, that God may be all things to everyone.

The Messianic Kingdom merely forever fulfills its purpose as the everlasting earthly rulership providing “last Adamic” perfection and restoration as foretold through God’s Davidic Kingdom covenant with David and thus by extension to Christ as the final heir, now in final Jesus Christ ultimate “son of David” form fully completing that covenant. God and Christ have their own Kingdom covenant as Christ is also appointed by a covenant to be the Messianic Kingdom King:

(Luke 22:28-30) “However, you are the ones that have stuck with me in my trials; 29 and I make a covenant with you, just as my Father has made a covenant with me, for a kingdom, 30 that you may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom, and sit on thrones to judge the twelve tribes of Israel.

In which Kingdom Christ is King:

(Psalm 2:6-9) [Saying:] “I, even I, have installed my king Upon Zion, my holy mountain.” 7 Let me refer to the decree of Jehovah; He has said to me: “You are my son; I, today, I have become your father. 8 Ask of me, that I may give nations as your inheritance And the ends of the earth as your own possession. 9 You will break them with an iron scepter, As though a potter’s vessel you will dash them to pieces.”

(Psalm 110:1-2) The utterance of Jehovah to my Lord is: “Sit at my right hand Until I place your enemies as a stool for your feet.” 2 The rod of your strength Jehovah will send out of Zion, [saying:] “Go subduing in the midst of your enemies.”
And High Priest:

(Psalm 110:4) Jehovah has sworn (and he will feel no regret): “You are a priest to time indefinite According to the manner of Melchizedek!”

(Hebrews 7:15-17) And it is still more abundantly clear that with a similarity to Melchizedek there arises another priest, 16 who has become such, not according to the law of a commandment depending upon the flesh, but according to the power of an indestructible life, 17 for in witness it is said: “You are a priest forever according to the manner of Melchizedek.”

(Zechariah 3:8-9) “Hear, please, O Joshua the high priest, you and your companions who are sitting before you, for they are men [serving] as portents; for here I am bringing in my servant Sprout! 9 For, look! the stone that I have put before Joshua! Upon the one stone there are seven eyes. Here I am engraving its engraving,' is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘and I will take away the error of that land in one day.’

King-Priest:

(Zechariah 6:11-13) And you must take silver and gold and make a grand crown and put [it] upon the head of Joshua the son of Jehozadak the high priest. 12 And you must say to him, “This is what Jehovah of armies has said: “Here is the man whose name is Sprout. And from his own place he will sprout, and he will certainly build the temple of Jehovah. 13 And he himself will build the temple of Jehovah, and he, for his part, will carry [the] dignity; and he must sit down and rule on his throne, and he must become a priest upon his throne, and the very counsel of peace will prove to be between both of them.

(Revelation 11:15) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”

As clearly shown in the Bible and taught by Jehovah’s witnesses the significance of two Kingdoms (Dan2:31-45, Luke 22:28-30, Zech6:1-8) is what explains Christ’s “invisible presence” in God’s Kingdom as required prior to full universal and global conquest because the Messianic Kingdom agency, then incomplete, is the final conqueror that had yet to complete over the intervening century-plus. Its completion requirement is what provides the full arrival of Christ (Rev1:7, Rev6:12-17, Rev19:11-21, Matt24:29-31, Rev11:11-12, Heb1:5) to “gather” the finality of the 144,000.

(Rev14:1) Thus it was logical why Christ assumed rulership in God’s Kingdom first, by divine decree, to oversee the whole completion process for God. (Rev4:5)

So those discrediting the 1914-1919 cycle that laid down these basics, are ignoring the dual Kingdom developmental significance, yet it logically explains why the Messianic Kingdom completion arrival completes the whole story as the end of the process, for which the whole warning since 1914 definitely applied since that time. (Rev10:5-11)

And that completion and its complete earthly restoration work over the ‘1000 Year Reign’ of Jesus Christ (Matt19:28, Rom8:18-22) completes the Abrahamic Covenant “blessing” of Genesis 12:3, Genesis 22:17-18, Psalm 133:

(Revelation 22:3-5) And no more will there be any curse. But the throne of God and of the Lamb will be in [the city], and his slaves will render him sacred service; 4 and they will see his face, and his name will be on their foreheads. 5 Also, night will be no more, and they have no need of lamplight nor [do they have] sunlight, because Jehovah God will shed light upon them, and they will rule as kings forever and ever.

And that is how “they” rule as kings forever. God’s sovereign supremacy is restored, but Christ continues the active rule as the final global “eternal father” “last Adam” patriarch provided in his perfect human sacrificial access by God, and thus Genesis 1:26-28 continues under Christ the “eternal father” with the “bride of Christ” as the implied “eternal mother”, replacing Adam and Eve and the Genesis 3:14-17 curse.

(Genesis 1:26-28) And God went on to say: “Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness, and let them have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and the domestic animals and all the earth and every moving animal that is moving upon the earth.” 27 And God proceeded to create the man in his image, in God’s image he created him; male and female he created them. 28 Further, God blessed them and God said to them: “Be fruitful and become many and fill the earth and subdue it, and have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and every living creature that is moving upon the earth.”

And that is how it is a “re-creation”:

(Matthew 19:28-29) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation, when the Son of man sits down upon his glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel. 29 And everyone that has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or children or lands for the sake of my name will receive many times more and will inherit everlasting life.

That is also how the “twelve tribes” of Israel are global in scope and symbol in final form.
Revelation 13 contains principles of cycles and global formulas that have been demonstrated as progressive in development since the 1914-1919 first cycle of the main world war cycle and its world government foundation presentation of the League of Nations. Although a similar dynamic was present after WW2 and the Cold War, it is the final cycle that will complete the full fulfillment of the Revelation 13 process of world government utilizing the global national system basis.

The end of Revelation 13 at Revelation 13:15-18 is the climax objective of the whole cycle, obviously not yet in full world government authority to that degree. Revelation 13:1-8 set up the whole national “wildbeast” process that aids world government development as the Revelation 13:5 time signature must repeat for the final cycle, with the same features of the first cycle, but to completion and in final form.

Revelation 13:11-15 set up the most important presentation that came forth from the first cycle: the “image of the wildbeast”; the “League of Nations” foundation is the centerpiece of the globalist elite system “two horned wildbeast” also shown in those verses. The following century followed the theme and objective set in the first cycle. Thus Revelation 13 reveals a secretive global power entity in that “two horned wildbeast” that is more extensive than just the 7th head Anglo-American national power system; it is an independent “wildbeast” system, with dual “horn” relation to the Anglo and American system it bases operations upon, but its aspirations are not merely national government rulership, but world rulership.

Therefore Revelation 13 is identifying a progressive development of world government that has further detail added to that development in cross relatable complimentary sovereign prophecies. We know the anointed Christian diametric sovereign theme of God’s Kingdom and the Messianic Kingdom completion are what are at the heart of the resistance to those Kingdom ambassadors and their cross-related, but divinely diametric, “little scroll” message. In time since the first cycle and its formulaic dynamics, the main formulaic “problem-to-solution” process of how this elite “two horned wildbeast” global power system amplifies the world government presentation in the “world-war-to-world-government” cycle which principle has become well known even to worldly researchers.

In fact it is Bethel who will not complete the world government phased picture in lieu of their premature “the end” delusion as the main focus of the modern-Jehovah’s witness ministry. (2Thess2:1-2) By such an overriding delusion Bethel totally diverts any modern meaning this prophecy has in light of basic and advanced globalism research and the exposure of the elite histories of the “two horned wildbeast”. Thus the temple judgment can be seen as necessary; required by prophecy and outlined in prophecy to accompany the beginning of this final phase of 8th King designate development by the signal removal of the main apostate Bethel truth obstacle as that final cycle begins. (1Pet4:17)

Thus the clarified message that must emerge from the Bethel obstacle removal will again eventually become further resisted as per the forty-two months of Revelation 13:5 activating towards the conclusion that final phase as it will lead to full world government authority and thus Christ’s arrival, and hence the enemy system trying to abort that final invitation. While Revelation 13 principles and main cycle are repeating in final form the final Kingdom invitation and warning will emerge.
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